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Based on the aeroengine lubricating oil system test bench, this paper used a dimensional analysis method to establish a
mathematical model for predicting the separation efficiency and resistance of a dynamic pressure oil-air separator suitable for
engineering. The analysis of the multivariate nonlinear fitting error and the experimental data showed that the established
separation efficiency and resistance model could accurately predict the separation and resistance performance of the dynamic
pressure oil-air separator within a certain range; the average error of the four separation characteristic prediction models was
3.5%, and the maximum error was less than 16%. The model that was established by the least square method had the highest
accuracy; the average error of the multivariate nonlinear fitting of the four resistance characteristic prediction models was less
than 4%, and the maximum error was less than 15%, which could be used to predict the resistance performance of the
separator. The applicable working condition of the model is lubricating oil flow rate 4.3~8.5 L/min and oil-air ratio 0.5~3.

1. Introduction

The phenomenon of gas-liquid separation exists widely in
various industrial production fields, from biopharmaceutical
and petroleum exploitation to aerospace. Especially in the
field of aerospace, the engine requires a high performance
lubrication system to ensure its safe and smooth operation
in a high temperature, high pressure, and high speed working
environment. Due to the overall requirements of the engine’s
small size and light weight, the design requirements for each
element of the lubrication system have become more strict.
During the operation of the engine, clean and low-
temperature lubricating oil is transferred to the rotating parts
of the engine, thus reducing friction and taking away the heat
generated by friction. Air will enter the lubrication system
due to the difference in pressure between the inside and out-
side. Under the action of high-speed rotating parts, the lubri-
cating oil is mixed with air to form lubricating oil emulsion,
which is transferred to the oil return system by the oil return
pump. In order to ensure the safe operation of the engine, the

design capacity of the oil return pump is often greater than
the oil supply, and it will also send a large amount of air to
the oil return system when working. Therefore, the fluid in
the oil return system is a two-phase mixture of oil and air,
which will increase pipeline resistance, reduce the perfor-
mance of the oil-burning radiator, and affect the lubrication
conditions of the counterface under the friction. In addition,
if the two-phase mixture of oil and air enters directly into the
oil supply system, it will cause the decrease in oil supply pres-
sure and oil supply, thus seriously affecting the safety of the
engine. Therefore, it is necessary to install an oil-air separa-
tion device in the oil return system. Due to the advantages
of its simple structure and lightweight, the dynamic pressure
oil-air separator has been widely used in small aeroengines
[1], but its flow field is more complicated, involving aniso-
tropic three-dimensional rotating flow, and there are a large
number of local secondary flows, such as central return flow,
local circulation flow, local short circuit flow, and other flow
phenomena. At the same time, due to the existence of the
two-phase mixture of oil and air, the flow field also has a
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complex change of the two-phase interface. All these factors
all increase the difficulty of the separator design and optimi-
zation process.

In recent years, the researches on dynamic pressure oil-
air separation has mainly focused on the Gas-Liquid Cylin-
drical Cyclone (GLCC), discussing the flow characteristics
and mechanical behavior of the separator. In terms of exper-
imental research, Gomez et al. [2] tested the distribution of
the subvelocity field in the separator and the changes of the
turbulence related quantities at different positions of the sep-
arator. Hreiz et al. [3, 4] conducted in-depth experiments on
the swirl characteristics of the internal flow field of the tubu-
lar gas-liquid separator and discussed the influence of the
inlet shape on the flow field and working performance and
proved that the rectangular tapered inlet could effectively
improve the performance of the separator. Hsiao et al. [5]
discussed the influence of the inlet form on the flow field of
the separator and found that the change of the inlet form
directly affected the internal flow pattern of the separator,
thus affecting the separation efficiency of the separator. Fan
et al. [6] used PIV to measure the internal flow field of the
separator. By comparing the axial velocity, radial velocity,
and separation efficiency, they discussed the influence of
different inlet angles on the separator. With the rapid
development of computer technology, numerical simulation
methods have been widely used in the research of separators.
Reyes-Gutiérrez et al. [7, 8] analyzed the single-phase and
two-phase flow fields in the separator and discussed the influ-
ence of flow and structure parameters on the separation per-
formance. The results showed that the separation efficiency
was greatly affected by the behavior of the separator gas core.
The installation of the annular membrane device could effec-
tively improve the separation efficiency of GLCC. Yang [9]
et al. established the bubble motion trajectory equation from
a theoretical perspective and studied the mechanical behavior
of the bubble in the separator. In addition, Lu and Hu [10]
used the DPM model to study the movement of oil droplets
in the cyclone separator and calculated the oil droplet size
distribution using a semiempirical formula. The results
showed that the splashing phenomenon of oil droplets in
the separator would cause the separation performance to
decline. On this basis, considering the effect of the dynamic
contact angle of the spatial interface, Alinejad and Peiravi
[11] studied the phenomenon of collision and fracture
between two cylinders in nine different modes and made
quantitative and qualitative analysis with the experimental
results. Guizani et al. [12] simulated the velocity field distri-
bution in the separator by combining the RSM model and
the DPMmodel, and the simulation results well reflected dis-
tribution law of the flow field. Van [13] used RSM to discuss
the effect of the inlet angle on the single-phase flow field in
the separator and presented the difference of the flow field
distribution in different situations and the improved design
of the separator structure. Wang et al. [14] also used RSM
to simulate the cyclone field in the separator and obtained
the pressure drop and velocity distribution rules of the flow
field in the separator. The simulation results were consistent
with the experimental results. On this basis, Zhu et al. [15]
studied the outlet forms at the bottom of the separator by

using RSM and discussed the influence of different outlet
forms on the flow field distribution. They believed that the
single tangential outlet is more conducive to improving the
separation efficiency. Ghasemi et al. [16] conducted a numer-
ical simulation of the separator using the Eulerian model and
discussed the influence of structural factors such as inlet
width, inlet angle, inlet height, cylinder diameter, and outlet
pipe diameter on the separation efficiency and proposed a
structural optimization scheme.

As a numerical method that can truly reflect the interac-
tion between fluid particles and improve the calculation
accuracy of the flow field, LBM (Lattice Boltzmann method)
is widely used in the field of flow and optimization [17, 18]. It
has the potential to describe the local secondary flow phe-
nomenon of the flow field. Derksen and Van [19, 20] used
the LBM method to study the gas phase swirling flow field
of cyclone separator and accurately described the phenome-
non of precession vortex core (PVC) at the vortex center of
the gas phase flow field. Hu et al. [21] also used the D3Q9
model in LBM to simulate the single-phase cyclone field in
the hydrocyclone. They found that the simulation result of
the secondary reflux of the center was better than that of
Hreiz et al. [22]. Meanwhile, the simulation also captured
the unsteady characteristics of the vortex core in the
flow field.

Berrio et al. [23] studied the influence of inlet angle, posi-
tion, quantity, shape, and other factors on liquid entrapment
at the gas outlet of separator and gave the optimal value
within the scope of the research. Venkatesh et al. [24] opti-
mized the structure of the separator through the Taguchi
method, conducted a simulation study on the separation effi-
ciency through RSM and DPM, and found that the perfor-
mance of the modified separator was improved. Wasilewski
and Brar [25] used RSM and DPM to study the inlet struc-
tures of twenty different separators and found that curved
inlet had little influence on separation efficiency, but greater
influence on Eu number. Li et al. [26] used the PBM model
to conduct numerical simulate of the flow field in the agitator
and compared the simulation results of five different droplet
breaking models on the droplet breaking process. Siadaty and
Huang et al. [27, 28] used the Eulerian-Lagrange method to
conduct a comprehensive study on the effects of airflow
and structure on the performance of cyclones. The analysis
results showed that the higher the temperature, the weaker
the swirling flow, and the flow pressure drop and particle sep-
aration efficiency were significantly reduced. At the same
time, increasing the air gap width and reducing the exhaust
angle of the guide vane could improve the separation effi-
ciency. Li et al. [29] took the axial cyclone separator with
an inner diameter of 150mm as the research object and stud-
ied the influence of material humidity on its inlet particle size
distribution, overall efficiency, classification efficiency, and
cutting particle size. It was found that when the inlet velocity
and the particle humidity were constant, due to the aggrega-
tion of the particles, as the particle concentration increases,
the efficiency of both the collection and classification were
significantly improved. Wang et al. [30] studied the separa-
tion process of oil droplets in the swirling flow. Based on
the numerical simulation and the experimental results, they
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established a numerical model for the impact of the collision
and breakup of the droplets to the separation efficiency on
the wall. Yue et al. [31] used experiments and numerical sim-
ulations to explain the flow state and flow behavior of the
upper spinning liquid film (USLF) in the gas-liquid cylindri-
cal cyclone. Based on the experiments, the four flow patterns
were determined, which were swirling flow, stirring flow,
annular flow, and ribbon flow, and their flow pattern dia-
grams were also established. Yang et al. [32] also combined
experiments and numerical analysis in the study of the
separation characteristics of the gas-liquid cylindrical
cyclone. The results showed that a separator with a strong
swirling flow might not be able to achieve a better separation
result. Finally, based on the force of the droplet and the
swirling dynamics, a droplet migration model was estab-
lished and accurately predicted the separation performance
of the droplet.

Generally speaking, most of the past researches are
mainly focused on hydrocyclone separators in industrial
fields such as petrochemicals and bioengineering. However,
due to factors such as small inlet flow and limited installa-
tion space, the structural dimensions of aeroengine hydrocy-
clone separators are quite different. This results in
differences in the flow field of the separator, and the influ-
ence of the structure on the flow field will also change.
Therefore, the research results on the hydrocyclones are dif-
ficult to be applied directly to the aerospace field. Although,
in speaking of the separators exclusively for aeroengine,
experimental research is the most direct method, it is diffi-
cult to obtain sufficient and complete experimental data.
Moreover, if the characteristics of the separator are analyzed
directly from the perspective of theory and mechanism,
many influencing factors need to be overlooked. Most of
the established models are semiempirical formulas, which
have certain errors and are not universal. Although the semi-
analytical solution methods such as AGM (Akbari-Ganji’s
method) [33–35] and HAM (homotopy analysis method)
[36] can directly obtain more accurate linear or nonlinear
solutions, the difficulty of its application is relatively large,
which is not conducive in solving practical engineering
problems. Numerical simulations can clearly present the
flow conditions inside the separator, and most of the physi-
cal models proposed by the current research are not perfect
due to the lack of an overall description of the relevant
characteristics of the separator. Hence, the three methods
are difficult to establish a mathematical model representing
the performance of the separator as a whole.

Therefore, this paper adopts the dimensional analysis
method and combines with the experimental data of the sep-
arator to establish the prediction model of the dynamic pres-
sure oil-air separator’s characteristics based on the main
physical parameters affecting the performance of the separa-
tor. According to the simulation data, the performance pre-
diction model of the separator is optimized and improved.
The prediction model can effectively predict the separation
efficiency and resistance performance of the separator after
the error test analysis and model verification, so as to
provide a reference for the design and improvement of the
separator.

2. Predictive Model

2.1. Flow and Structural Parameters. A large number of
scholars have studied the influence of flow rate, oil-air ratio,
and structural parameters on the performance of separators.
At the same time, they also put forward suggestions for
improving of the structural parameters of the separators.
However, the dynamic pressure types of oil-air separators
for aeroengine are quite different, and the research results
are relatively few. The parameters that affect the performance
of the dynamic pressure oil-air separator mainly include the
working condition parameters and the structural parameters.
The working condition parameters refer to the state of the
internal medium of the separator during operation. The
structural parameters are the structural dimensions of the
components constituting the separator. Together, they deter-
mine the performance of the separator. The definition of the
structure parameters of the separator is shown in Figure 1,
and the values of the structure and working condition
parameters are shown in Table 1.

2.2. Predictive Model Establishment. The separator perfor-
mance prediction model established in this paper includes
the following parameters. These parameters and dimensions
are listed in Table 2. The flow rate is replaced by the flow rate
at the inlet; in addition, the mixture density and lubricating
oil density are used to describe the state of the two-phase
mixture.

2.2.1. Establishment of the Separation Efficiency Prediction
Model. After determining the factors affecting the perfor-
mance of the separator, the core physical quantities need to
be selected. In this paper, dsep, ρ, and v are selected as the core

Inclination angle
of inlet pipe 𝛼

Oil outlet angle 𝛽

Length of
air outlet

l1 

Length of
cylinder

l2

Outlet pipe diameter
d1

Cylinder diameter dsep

Figure 1: Separator structure diagram.
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physical quantities of the separation characteristic prediction
model, and the dimensionless equation is established as [37]

F l1, l2, d1, dsep, β, α, v, μ, ε, ρ, ρy, η
� �

= 0: ð1Þ

The function of the physical process in the separator is
constructed by the dimensional analysis method. It is known
that when processing the results of experiments or numerical
simulations, it is usually used in the range of (π1,π2,…,πn-3)
to arrange the results into a power law relationship [38].
Use π theorem to get its criterion equation:

π1 =
l1

dsep
a1ρb1vc1

π2 =
l2

dsep
a2ρb2vc2

 π3 =
d1

dsep
a3ρb3vc3

,

π4 =
ρy

dsep
a4ρb4vc4

π5 =
μ

dsep
a5ρb5vc5

 π6 = β,

π7 = α π8 = ε      π9 = η:

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

ð2Þ

According to the principle of dimensional consistency,
the index determination method of each item is

L = La1 ML−3
� �b1 LT−1� �c1 ,

L = La2 ML−3
� �b2 LT−1� �c2 ,

L = La3 ML−3
� �b3 LT−1� �c3 ,

ML−3 = La4 ML−3
� �b4 LT−1� �c4 ,

ML−1T−1 = La5 ML−3
� �b5 LT−1� �c5 :

8>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð3Þ

The coefficients can be obtained by using formula (3),
and the coefficients can be brought into formula (2) to obtain

π1 =
l1
dsep

π2 =
l2
dsep

,

π3 =
d1
dsep

π4 =
ρy
ρ
,

π5 =
μ

dsepρv
=

1
Re

π6 = β,

π7 = α, π8 = ε π9 = η:

8>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð4Þ

Table 1: Condition and structure parameter values.

Name Parameter value

Working condition parameters

Flow ql/(L/min) 4.3 5 6∗ 7 8 8.5 —

Oil-air ratio ε 0.5 1∗ 1.5 2 2.5 3 —

Lubricating oil temperature T/(°C) 30 50 80 100 150 200∗ —

Structural parameters

Length of cylinder
l2/mm

60 70 80 90∗ 100 110 120

Cylinder diameter
dsep/mm

10 12 14 16∗ 18 20 —

Length of air outlet
l1/mm

0 5 10 15∗ 20 25 —

Outlet pipe diameter
d1/mm

2 3∗ 4 5 6 7 8

Entrance angle
α /°

0 5° 10° 15°∗ 20° 25° —

Inclination angle of the outlet pipe
β /°

0°∗ 5° 10° 15° 20° 25° —

Table 2: Main influence parameters and dimensions.

Name Length of air outlet Length of cylinder Outlet pipe diameter Cylinder diameter Oil outlet pipe angle Angle of inlet pipe

Symbol l1 l2 d1 dsep β α

Unit m m m m ° °

Dimension L L L L — —

Name Inlet flow rate Oil viscosity Oil-air ratio Mixture density Oil density

Symbol v μ ε ρ ρy

Unit m/s Pa·s — Kg/m3 Kg/m3

Dimension L·T-1 M·L-1·T-1 — M·L-3 M·L-3
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The separation efficiency prediction model:

η = K
l1
dsep

 !β1 l2
dsep

 !β2 d1
dsep

 !β3 ρy
ρ

� �β4 1
Re

� �β5

ββ6αβ7εβ8 :

ð5Þ

Take the logarithm of the left and right sides of equation
(5) to convert the nonlinear model into a linear model. Take
the logarithm of the left and right sides of equation (5) and
use the 492 sets of separation efficiency and resistance data
obtained in experiment [39] to process them by the least
square method. The result is shown in equation (6). At the
same time, the forward selection method, the backward selec-
tion method, and the stepwise selection method [40–43] are
used to delete and select variables to simplify the model form.
The results are shown in equations (7)–(9).

η = e3:04436 l1
dsep

 !−0:01313
l2
dsep

 !−0:07590
d1
dsep

 !0:07744
ρy
ρ

� �‐0:11899
,

1
Re

� �‐0:11335
β0:00571α0:01305ε0:00845

ð6Þ

η = e2:87668
d1
dsep

 !0:06055
ρy
ρ

� �‐0:13159 1
Re

� �‐0:11607
, ð7Þ

η = e3:00342
l2
dsep

 !−0:08098
d1
dsep

 !0:06918
ρy
ρ

� �‐0:13 1
Re

� �‐0:11546
α0:01402,

ð8Þ

η = e3:05709
l1
dsep

 !−0:01308
l2
dsep

 !−0:07590
d1
dsep

 !0:07725
ρy
ρ

� �‐0:13846

� 1
Re

� �‐0:11337
β0:00568α0:01308:

ð9Þ

2.2.2. Establishment of the Resistance Prediction Model.
According to the same methods and steps as the separation
efficiency model, the resistance prediction model can be
established, and the result is

ΔP
ρv2

= K∗ l1
dsep

 !θ1
l2
dsep

 !θ2
d1
dsep

 !θ3 ρy
ρ

� �θ4 μ

dsepρv

 !θ5

βθ6αθ7εθ8 :

ð10Þ

Equation (10) is processed with the equal sign, and the
result is shown in equations (11)–(13). The expression of

the stepwise selection method and backward selection
method is the same, see equation (13).

ΔP
ρv2

= e1:54768
l1
dsep

 !0:03249
l2
dsep

 !0:37875
d1
dsep

 !−0:54378
ρy
ρ

� �3:43402
,

μ

dsepρv

 !0:33546

β−0:0003295α−0:02269ε2:04374

ð11Þ

Table 3: Separation efficiency model verification.

Model
F

statistics
F critical
value

Probability R2

Least squares
method

19.99 2.143 <0.0001 0.7766

Forward selection 23.34 2.207 <0.0001 0.7766

Backward selection 49.38 2.783 <0.0001 0.7439

Step by step
selection

32.19 2.400 <0.0001 0.7666
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Figure 2: Error comparison of the separation efficiency model.

Table 4: Error analysis of the separation efficiency model.

Least
squares
method

Step by step
selection

Backward
selection

Forward
selection

Average
error/%

2.12 2.21 2.22 2.36

Maximum
error/%

10.7 12.3 14.7 15.9
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ΔP
ρv2

= e1:54877
l1
dsep

 !0:0324
l2
dsep

 !0:37873
d1
dsep

 !−0:54345

� ρy
ρ

� �3:43641 μ

dsepρv

 !0:33556

α−0:02273ε2:04495,

ð12Þ

ΔP
ρv2

= e1:53832
l2
dsep

 !0:39366
d1
dsep

 !−0:53522
ρy
ρ

� �3:46

� μ

dsepρv

 !0:33688

α−0:02323ε2:05713:

ð13Þ

3. Predictive Model Test

The predictive model testing mainly includes two aspects:
one is to test the reliability of the estimated parameters of
the equation and the model using the mathematical statistical
methods. The second is to analyze the errors in the fitting
process of the predictive model.

3.1. Separation Efficiency Model Test. The significance test of
each separation characteristic prediction model is performed,
and the results are shown in Table 3. The F statistic value in
the table is used to determine whether the calculated value of
various prediction models can represent the true value.
When the F statistic value is greater than the critical value,
the prediction model is considered to reflect the true situa-
tion; R2 is the correlation coefficient; the larger the value is,
the stronger the correlation between the variable and the pre-
diction model is [44].

As can be seen from Table 3, the correlation coefficient R2

of the separation characteristic prediction model established
by the four methods is about 0.75, so the dependent variable
and the independent variable have a good correlation; at the
0.05 significance level, the F statistic value is greater than the
critical value, F. The statistical probabilities are all less than
0.0001, indicating that the four prediction models of separa-
tion characteristics are highly significant.

Next, the fitting error of the prediction model is analyzed.
Taking the separation efficiency obtained by numerical sim-
ulation in the literature [39] as the abscissa and the separa-
tion efficiency calculated by the prediction model as the
ordinate, the separation efficiency fitting error graph is
drawn, as shown in Figure 2. Table 4 shows the average error
and maximum error of the four prediction models. In combi-
nation with Figure 2 and Table 4, it can be concluded that in
the multivariate nonlinear fitting, the average error of the
four models is less than 3.5%, and the maximum error is less

than 16% (the maximum is 15.9%). According to the date
from small to large, the four models are the least square
method, backward selection method, forward selection
method, and stepwise selection method. This indicates that
the prediction model with stronger significance has higher
accuracy and smaller relative error, but contains more vari-
ables, such as the model obtained by the least square method.
The backward selection method is the opposite, and the
model established has the lowest precision but the least vari-
ables, which makes the engineering application more conve-
nient. Comparing the variables in equations (6)–(9), it can be
found that the stepwise selection method, forward selection
method, and backward selection method all remove the effect
of ε on the separation efficiency, but the oil-air ratio ε cannot
be ignored in practical engineering applications. Hence, the
three models will not be discussed in the following research.

Table 5: Resistance model verification.

Model F statistics F critical value Probability R2

Least squares method 149.74 2.143 <0.0001 0.9630

Stepwise selection (forward selection) 174.84 2.138 <0.0001 0.9630

Backward selection 199.51 2.203 <0.0001 0.9614
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Data point

Least squares method
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Stepwise selection method
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Figure 3: Error comparison of the resistance model.

Table 6: Error analysis of the resistance model.

Least
squares
method

Stepwise selection
(backward selection

method)

Forward
selection

Average
error/%

3.93 3.87 3.93

Maximum
error/%

13.8 13.9 13.8
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3.2. Resistance Model Testing. The significance test of each
resistance characteristic prediction model is carried out,
and the results are shown in Table 5. It can be seen from
Table 5 that at the 0.05 significance level, the F statistic value
of the established resistance characteristic prediction model
is large and much larger than the critical value, the F statistic
probability is less than 0.0001, and the correlation coefficient
R2 is close to 1. Therefore, the dependent variable and the
independent variable are significantly correlated, and the
significance is high, which meets the standard of the signifi-
cance test.

Next, the fitting error of the prediction model is analyzed.
Since the resistance value of the separator is between 400Pa
and 2800Pa under different working conditions, the distribu-
tion interval is large, so the form of Figure 2 is not suitable.
Here, only the relative errors under different working condi-
tions are drawn, as shown in Figure 3; the error analysis is
shown in Table 6. Combining Figure 3 and Table 6, it can
be concluded that the average error of the four models is
low, less than 4%, and the maximum error is less than 15%
(the maximum is 13.9%); the overall errors of the four pre-
diction models are very close, so it is difficult to evaluate its
pros and cons. Comparing the variables in equations
(11)–(13), the forward selection method removes the influ-
ence of β, and the stepwise selection method (backward
selection method) removes the influence of β and l1. β and
l1 have little influence on resistance. It indirectly shows that
β and l1 are not strongly related to separator resistance, so
the four models established in this paper are suitable for the
prediction of the separator resistance performance.

4. Application of Predictive Models

According to the analysis of the multivariate nonlinear fitting
error of the separator performance prediction model, it can
be seen that each model has passed the significance test,
indicating that it can be used for the prediction of separator
performance. In this section, we will combine the obtained
experimental data to further test the accuracy of the predic-
tion model.

4.1. Separation Efficiency Prediction. It can be seen from the
foregoing that after the elimination of variables, the predic-
tion model of separation efficiency cannot reflect the effect
of ε on the performance of the separator, so this section will
only discuss the prediction model established by the least
square method. Substituting the flow and structural parame-
ters of the dynamic pressure type oil-air separator into equa-
tion (9), the efficiency value of the separator under each
experimental working condition is calculated and compared
with the experimental value. The results are shown in
Figures 4–7. Figures 4–7 show the comparison between the
separation efficiency calculated by the prediction model and
the experimental data under the conditions of different cylin-
der diameters, inlet inclination angles, outlet pipe diameters,
and outlet pipe lengths. It can be seen from Figure 4–6 that
the separation efficiency calculated by the prediction model
is close to the experimental value, and the overall trend distri-
bution is consistent; that is, as the flow rate increases, the sep-

aration efficiency gradually decreases; as the diameter of the
outlet pipe increases, the separation efficiency gradually
increases. It can be seen from Figure 7 that the difference
between the calculated value of the prediction model and
the experimental value is small, but the experimental data
in the figure shows the maximum separation efficiency at
l1/l2 = 0:19, while the prediction model does not show this
phenomenon. The separation efficiency prediction model
equation is in exponential form, see formula (9). When dis-
cussing the influence of a certain factor, there will be a mono-
tonic increase or decrease in separation efficiency; that is, the
prediction model cannot obtain the optimal separator
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Figure 4: Comparison of separation efficiency at different cylinder
diameters.
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Figure 5: Comparison of separation efficiency at different inlet
inclination angles.
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structure size. This is a flaw in the model, which is currently
being reviewed for improvement.

In addition, it can be seen from Figures 4–7 that under
the same conditions, the calculated value of the prediction
model is greater than the experimental value. The analysis
believes that during the experiment, it takes a certain amount
of time from the beginning of the oil sample collection to the
end of the collection. During this period of time, the oil sinks
due to gravity, and the gas rises and leaves the collection
device. The volume of this part of the gas cannot be included
in the calculation of the separation efficiency. As a result, the
measured value of the separation efficiency is relatively small.
Therefore, this article believes that the above phenomenon is
reasonable.

In order to further analyze the accuracy of the prediction
model, 54 sets of experimental data obtained from the exper-
iment were used to analyze the overall error, and the result is
shown in Figure 8. It can be seen from the figure that the cal-
culation error of the prediction model under each working
condition is small, with the maximum error is 6%, and the
average error is 3.03%. In summary, the prediction model
established in this paper can effectively predict the separation
performance of the separator.

4.2. Resistance Prediction. Comparing equations (11)–(13), it
can be seen that the number of variables in the resistance pre-
diction model established by the four methods differs by 1~2,
and the index of each variable is almost the same. Therefore,
this section only will only discuss the resistance prediction
model established by the least square method. Moreover, in
the process of research on the performance of the separator,
due to the severe fluctuation of the pressure of the two-
phase mixture, the accurate value of the separator resistance
cannot be obtained. Therefore, in this section, the numerical
simulation data obtained from the literature [19] will be used
to examine the resistance prediction model. According to the
analysis in Section 3, the average error of the four resistance
prediction models established in this paper is relatively small,
which is suitable for the prediction of separator performance.
However, whether it can predict the influence of flow and
structural parameters on the performance of the separator
is not clear, so this section focuses on this issue, as shown
in Figure 9. It can be seen from the figure that with the
increase of flow rate, oil-air ratio, and cylinder length and
the decrease of temperature, cylinder diameter, and inlet
inclination angle, the resistance of the separator increases,
and the resistance distribution curve obtained by the predic-
tion model is consistent with the trend of CFD data, indicat-
ing that the resistance model can well predict the influence of
the six parameters. In Figure 9(f), it can be seen that the resis-
tance distribution calculated by CFD is shape like a “snake”,
but the prediction model is monotonically increasing. In
addition, Figure 9(h) shows that the curve obtained by the
resistance prediction model is flat. With the increase of the
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Figure 7: Comparison of separation efficiency at different outlet
trachea lengths.
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Figure 8: Error of the prediction model and experimental data.
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Figure 9: Continued.
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outlet pipe angle, the resistance decreases slightly, and the
trend obtained by the numerical simulation increases
slightly. However, the analysis of the resistance data shows
that β is when the distribution is 0~ 25°, the resistance in
the separator is between 880Pa and 920Pa. In view of the
fact that this paper uses 11 kinds of parameter multivari-
ate nonlinear fitting to establish the resistance prediction
model, the error is acceptable.

From the above analysis, it can be seen that when using
the predictive model to study the internal resistance of the
separator, the calculated value and the numerical simula-
tion result not only consistent in trend but also the value
is almost identical. In an in-depth analysis of the accuracy
of the resistance prediction model, the analysis of the
overall error was conducted between the predicted value

of the resistance model and the CFD simulation value. The
results are shown in Figure 10. As seen in Figure 10, the cal-
culation error of the prediction model under each working
condition is relatively small, with the maximum error being
11.36% and the average error being 3.13%. Therefore, it is
believed that the resistance prediction model established in
this paper can effectively predict the resistance performance
of the separator.

In summary, the applicable scope of the separation effi-
ciency and resistance prediction model can be summarized:
ql ∈ [4.3~8.5] L/min, ε∈ [0.5~3], T ∈ [30~200] °C, l2 ∈
[60~120] mm, dsep ∈ [10~20] mm, l1 ∈ [0~25] mm, d1 ∈
[2~3] mm, α ∈ [0~25]°, and β ∈ [0~25]°. Within this range,
the model can effectively predict the separation efficiency
and resistance of the separator.
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Figure 9: Effect of flow and structure parameters on separator resistance.
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5. Conclusion

This paper uses the principle of dimensional analysis to
establish a prediction model for the separation character-
istics and resistance characteristics of a dynamic pressure
oil-air separator, analyzes the multiple nonlinear fitting
errors, and compares with experimental data to verify
the accuracy of the model. The conclusions are as
follows:

(1) By using the principle of dimensional analysis, the
prediction model of the separation and resistance
characteristics of the dynamic pressure oil-air separa-
tor with sufficient accuracy can be established. In
addition, the dependent variables and independent
variables have a good correlation and a high signifi-
cance for the established prediction model of separa-
tion and resistance characteristics, which conforms
to the significance test standard

(2) As the flow rate increases, the separation efficiency
gradually decreases; as the diameter of the outlet pipe
increases, the separation efficiency gradually increases;
the maximum separation efficiency appeared at
l1/l2 = 0:19. With the increase of the flow rate, oil-
air ratio, and cylinder length and the decrease of tem-
perature, cylinder diameter, and inlet inclination
angle, the resistance of the separator increases

(3) The average error of the multivariate nonlinear fitting
of the four separation characteristic prediction
models is less than 3.5%, and the maximum error is
less than 16%. From small to large, the four models
are the least square method, backward selection
method, forward selection method, and stepwise
selection method. The average error compared with
the experimental data is less than 3.03%, and the
maximum error is less than 6%. The model that is
established by the least square method can accurately
predict the separation efficiency of the separator
under various working conditions

(4) The average error of the multivariate nonlinear fitting
of the four resistance characteristic prediction models
is less than 4%, and the maximum error is less than
15%. The overall error of the four prediction models
is very close, which can be used to predict the resis-
tance performance of the separator. The calculation
error of the prediction model in each working condi-
tion is small, the average error between the model
and the simulated value is 3.13%, and the maximum
error is 11.36%. Therefore, it is considered that the
resistance prediction model established in this paper
can effectively predict the resistance performance of
the separator

(5) The model built in this article can be used: ql ∈
[4.3~8.5] L/min, ε∈ [0.5~3], T ∈ [30~200] °C, l2 ∈
[60~120] mm, dsep ∈ [10~20]mm, l1 ∈ [0~25]mm,
d1 ∈ [2~3]mm, α ∈ [0~25]°, and β∈[0~25]° as per-
formance prediction of dynamic pressure oil-air sep-
arator within the scope.
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